KABLOONA
I had left Paris on June 1i, 1938. It was on the gth of July
that I took off from Fort McMurray with Bishop Breynat, his
chaplain, and Bisson, his pilot At nearby Waterways I had left
mv last train — a wonderful train with a stove in each car on
which the passengers heated their tins of food; a train that car-
ried trappers, Indians, and colonizers of every speech and nation
into the North, cautiously covering the three hundred miles
from Edmonton in twenty-two weary hours, for it drew an end-
less row of cars filled with explosives for the mines. At Water-
ways, also, I saw my last hotel and the last Canadian banknote
of a higher denomination than five dollars, for we were moving
into a moneyless land, a land where furs were bartered for food
and equipment \vithout the intervention of the banks.
My seat in the bishop's 'plane was a sort of platform jutting
inward from the instrument board, and here I crouched as we
galloped over the surface of Lake La Biche, all four of us tense
and leaning forward, like jockeys urging on a horse. As the
'plane rose finally above the tree-tops Bisson made a sign with
his hand; we fell back, and I, looking behind, saw the chaplain
purple with tenseness and the bishop quietly absorbed in his
breviary.
Below us spread a wide land of forest sown with thousands
and thousands of shining pools, an unfinished world from which
the waters had still to recede, and where you would have said
that no man lived. But the aeroplane is radioactive and itself a
creator of life. We did not drop down from time to time because
life suddenly appeared below us, for wherever we looked fio life
was to be seen. Yet wherever we stopped, life sprang up as if
spontaneously generated by our coming; and it died again when
we rose as if we were carrying off the seed of life.
In this wise I saw Goldfields born and die again, where the
bishop left, by way of gift, a haunch of beef. I saw Fond-du-Lac
spring into existence and then vanish, where, on a little knoll,
Brother Gadoret knelt, and the Indians with him, to kiss the
bishop's ring. It was there that an Indian had ventured to
speak to the bishop.
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